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Executive Summary - Corporate Usability Mobile Lab Studio Investment 
 
Overview 
 
In the past year, we have seen some surprising shifts in how our users are engaging our platform. We                   
have noticed the following: 
 

● 15% of our traffic is from both iPads and other tablets.  
● 20% is of our traffic is from iPhones.  
● 30% is from Android devices.  

 
This represents that nearly two thirds of our traffic is on mobile devices. With customer support                
becoming more and more inundated with calls concerning problems finding information on their mobile              
devices, it seems the time has come to address the shortcomings of our website. The decision has been                  
made to create a responsive design that adjusts to device type and screen resolution, as well as work                  
on dedicated apps for iOS and Android that display web pages.  
 
Initial Testing 
 
UX proposal differentiators 

1. Participants utilizing their own mobile devices. 
2. Ethnographically focused non-intimidating laboratory environment for participant comfort 
3. Conversion of neighboring meeting room as an observational room for stakeholders 
4. Responsible budget recommendation that offers scalability 
5. Use of existing computers, office space, and furnishings when possible. 

 
Note: We're suggesting starting with only two MacBook Pros, however, if successful in our venture we will be able to                    
expand immediately to utilize (4) four MacBook Pros so that we can record 2 participants simultaneously. 

 
We've decided to set up an introductory mobile research on-site laboratory, which will allow us to                
discover customer frustrations across our website before we decide to make radical responsive design              
changes to accommodate mobile devices. Our goal is to set up an internal video recording studio,                
whereby we can establish and observe users, using their own devices, and several we will provide, on                 
our platform in its current non-responsive format. Our intention is to analyze the recordings and               
compile the findings to make recommendations to stakeholders as well as our design department              
teams. We feel strongly about setting up a laboratory that doesn't feel like a laboratory so that                 
participants are comfortable and don't feel like they're being spied upon is highly important. For this                
reason we've gone a little bit above and beyond in terms of establishing comfort in our lab                 
environment.  
 
Budget and Hardware Needs. 
 
With the understanding that a budget has been established by our stakeholders, our goal in this                
executive summary is to set forth a responsible budget recommendation that offers scalability. This              
solution will cover new hardware, a studio, a set up map and basic instructions, that will be within the                   
established budget parameters. This effort will also give our teams the ability to record user               
experiences, which will help our teams to make responsible design decisions with high-quality video              
recording assets sharable in the cloud. 
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Software and Equipment Needed 
 
Since the testing experiences should be as ethnographically focused as possible, equipment and             
software should be invisible to the users. We want as natural an environment as possible, just the users                  
and their smartphones. Wires, cameras, lighting, duct tape and velcro are not part of this solution.                
Additionally, our participants will be able to use their own mobile devices including tablets and               
smartphones. For the UX team, the focus should be on learning and insight. Because lab set ups can be                   
a nightmare, ease of use and guaranteed results are important. 
 

This solution allows the UX team to focus on what really           
matters, and lets users focus on their phones. Most         
importantly, it’s reliable. This solution for recording can be         
done on either a Macbook Pro or a  PC. 
 
Remote Viewing Solution 
 
This is Apple’s wireless AirPlay technology at work. (Figure         
1.1) This software lets you stream music or videos wirelessly          
to an Apple TV. “Reflector” is the first software we will to            
need to buy ($15) and install, which converts a laptop into an            
AirPlay receiver, just like an Apple TV. This allows a UX test            
team or moderator to mirror the user’s smartphone screen         
onto the laptop. The result is that whatever is on the user’s            
smartphone will also be shown on the laptop and also on           
other shared monitors or televisions connected to our        
MacBooks. As we have already chosen to use a MacBook or           
MacBook Pro, we just need screen-capturing software to        
record the smartphone on the laptop.ScreenFlow ($99) solves        
this problem and allows for picture in picture capability for          
combining the participant's mobile device screen as well as         
the participants face coming from the MacBook Pro body         
camera. 
 

Figure 1.1  

Alternatively Camtasia software platform can be utilized for picture-in-picture on the PC. Screenflow             
uses the laptop’s camera to record the user’s face during the session, an essential component of any                 
usability test. In the following Pages we show that we’re also suggesting an observation room next door                 
to our participant laboratory. Our plan is to AirPlay the video feed live and record it. Stakeholder                 
observation can occur during the live session in the next room or the session can be saved to the cloud                    
and observed later. Participant’s video feed via the MacBook Camera will be captured simultaneously              
with the Reflector technology above and the observers will see both the facial reactions and the                
screenshots of the mobile device on the Smart TVs in the next room when the screen is shared to                   
another MacBook in the lab next door with extended monitors or televisions. The MacBook in the                
observation lab (meeting room) will be connected to a MacBook and wireless LCD TV via AirPlay where                 
stakeholders and team members can observer our participants every move. This is a flexible solution in                
the sense that it's not required for every test however is available upon stakeholder or requests. 
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Rationale for our lab design 
 
The Sled mounted days of the mobile testing are         
long gone where we duct taped the phone to a          
plastic sled and clamped a camera to the top of          
the sled. (Figure 1.2) This crude approach was         
used for years and in some startups may still be          
used. This is not a natural experience for users         
and therefore we have chosen to avoid this        
pitfall in our lab.  
 
Overall this is a time-consuming process and the        
setup is unreliable. Additionally, performance     
and impressions left on users was a solid reason         
for looking elsewhere for better and more       
impressive solutions. 
  

Figure 1.2 

 
Required Equipment - Participant Laboratory 
 

1. MacBook Pro or MacBook: Our creative team and UX team have these already ($0) 

2. Smart Phone - Mobile Device: to test with: 1x Iphone 7 ($549-$649) 

3. Smart Phone - Mobile Device: to test with: 1x Samsung galaxy s7 ($524) 

4. Tablet - Mobile Device: to test with: 1x IPad 9.7” ($599) 

5. Tablet - Mobile Device to test with: 1x Galaxy Tab S2 8.0" 32GB ($399) 

6. Reflector Software: ($15) 

7. ScreenFlow Software: ($99) 

8. Apple’s wireless AirPlay installed on all Macs used. For this proposed solution, we set up one                

lab that can expand to observe two participants, if needed. Additionally we can beam via               

Airplay, to observation MacBook connected LCD TVs in the adjacent observation room.  

 

Note: We're suggesting starting with only two MacBook Pros, however, if successful in our venture we will be able to                    

expand immediately to utilize (4) four MacBook Pros so that we can record 2 participants simultaneously. ($Free) 

 

9. Various Cables (minimal Cost) Amazon.com 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.airsquirrels.com/reflector/
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Required Equipment - Observation Meeting Room 
 

1. Samsung UN50J5200 50-Inch 1080p Smart LED TV ($410) Amazon.com 

2. Meeting room Table - existing (No Cost) 

3. Meeting room chairs - existing (No Cost) 

4. Various Cables (minimal Cost) Amazon.com 

 
 
Required Furniture  
 

1. Sofa ($800) 

2. Desk 1x Long ($300) 

3. Side Tables 2x ($100) 

4. Coat Rack ($50) 

5. College Dorm Fridge ($80) 

6. Floor Lamps 2x with 60 watt min. Light Bulbs ($80 x 2) 

7. Various Cables - Extension cords (minimal Cost) Amazon.com 

 
 
Usability Lab Layout and description 
 
The following diagram (Figure 1.3) depicts the layout of our proposed first usability study laboratory.               
The design is intentionally designed to help make contributors and participants feel comfortable in our               
test environment. Therefore we've added a couple of extras that may help break down the feeling of                 
being a test subject and is more inviting. For this reason, we have purposely added a sofa & side table,                    
coat rack, and a small refrigerator to be able to offer water or refreshments to our participants on site.                   
The “sofa area” is a great area to start off with a participant and go over any documentation that they                    
may need to sign, such as NDA’s or disclosure statements and consent forms. The two additional floor                 
lamps can offer good ambient lighting for our cameras to enable accurate lighting of participants faces                
and further adds to the “at home feel” of our lab. 
 
Additionally, a large desk can easily offer room for a second participant testing station. Our lab room is                  
18’ x 18’ with a single door. In addition, two chairs and a two-foot-tall desk partition complete the                  
furniture required for this room. Other than our software, the only pieces of hardware required for the                 
lab are our existing laptops and our test mobile devices shown in our hardware requirements. One of                 
the differentiators we're trying to establish as an ethnographically focused design effort, thereby             
allowing participants to utilise their own mobile devices. The technology strategy we've devised easily              
allows for this solution to take place. All participants will be able to easily install minimal software on                  
their personal devices to work in conjunction with our lab. 
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Usability Lab Layout 
 
Figure 1.3 Participant Laboratory 
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Usability observation room layout 
 
Figure 1.4  meeting room and observation room 

 
 
Shown below, the Samsung 50-Inch Smart LED TV for observation room. 
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Usability lab & observation room layout 
 
Figure 1.5  Bird's-eye view of both laboratory and observation room  
 
Note: The setup of this laboratory offers the flexibility of a moderated usability study set up, as well as 
a remote  unmoderated lab with an observation setup nextdoor. 
 

 
 
 
Figure 1.6  Participant desk and camera and AirPlay layout  
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Proposal Conclusion 
 
The advantages of this setup are as follows: 
 

● Our proposal is pretty simple! 

● After the initial laboratory setup and investment, set-up time is minimal for additional testing. 

Reliability in software vs. mechanical setups that are costly, due to cameras, and lighting. 

● Cost-effective and HD quality 

● With as little as $200 we can have the Bare Essentials of this solution in place. if using a 

MacBook. (By comparison, Morae, the high-end usability testing software, sells for $2,000.) 

● Professional video output quality that will impress stakeholders and team members. 

● Professional appearance to our participants shows that we care about our users and those that               

come in to assist us with learning more about our products through our usability testing. 

● Flexibility to have one participant or two participants at the same time working on tasks and                

being observed either within the same room as our laboratory or by an observation team in the                 

Next Room. 

● The solution works with the major platforms: PC, Mac, Android and iOS, Android smartphones 

and tablets. 

● Convenient set-up 

● No duct tape, no Velcro. All participants will be impressed with the professional look and feel                

to our laboratory. We looked at numerous other low budget methods for testing that included               

USB desktop PC cameras taped together or clamped to mobile devices. In fact, you can do                

usability testing with rudimentary supplies. Our concern is the impression participants have            

would be that we were skimping on our tools and that this would have a negative effect on our                   

goals to help support our users to have a great experience while testing with us. We don’t want                  

to look like amateurs, nor do we want to intimidate our users with too many cameras and lab                  

equipment. The MacBook Pro has a great camera and is non-intimidating to participants. We              

feel this is best! 

● Our participants can utilize their own phones with just a little bit of effort! This can make tests                  

far more effective and comfortable to a participant and falls in line with our effort to make a                  

comfortable non-intimidating laboratory experience for the participants with our sofa and side            

tables. If for some reason participants devices do not work we have four of our own backup                 

devices that we can utilize.  

 
In summary, we feel as though this proposed usability test lab and observation room offers incredible                
scalability in terms of supporting our first foot forward in usability testing in house. This offers us                 
room to grow in our company with a laboratory that supports the diversity and study solutions such at                  
moderated and unmoderated testing as well as a remote testing environment. Furthermore, our focus              
has been on providing a comfortable non-intimidating experience for our participants allowing for             
more natural responses to our website. 

 


